Mattresses with independent pocket springs

Somaschini Lane

Armonia anallergico

dal 1919

Medium soft

Side 1

Medium soft

Side 2

Level of firmness:

ANTI-MITE
MATTRESS

SUITABLE FOR ADJUSTABLE BED BASES
Mattress height: 24-25 CM.

HYPOALLERGENIC
FAB/PADDING

REMOVABLE COVER.
N.B.: Covers with widths up to 120 cm will

Three layers of overlaying springs: high load-bearing capacity and progressive
support. Anti-bacterial fabric and padding.

1_
ZIP ON
4 SIDES

DOUBLE
COVER

95

COVER IN MEDICOTT FABRIC
Antibacterial and anti-mite with circular zip on 4 sides for
machine washing at 95°C with the use of normal detergents.

2_

PADDING
In Medicott antibacterial and breathable fabric.

3_

INTERNAL COVER
Wear-proof in 100% pure jersey cotton which means the mattress
can be used when the external cover has been removed for washing.

4_

SPRINGS
800/1600 independent springs, with progressive comfort systems
consisting of three layers of individually pocketed and overlapping
springs that guarantee elasticity, independence and support.
The two external layers ensure an initial feeling of comfort,
and the middle layer provides effective support.
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BREATHABLE TOP LAYER IN LATEX AND JUTE
Thickness of 3.5 cm, hypoallergenic, it increases elasticity and
ergonomics of the support layers, facilitates air flow and maintains
an ideal microclimate.

6_

SIDE BOX
Encloses the springs and is made of high-density “eco-friendly
polyurethane foam” to guarantee uniformity of the resting surface.

WASHABLE
AT 95°

fit into a household washing machine

FITTED WITH HANDLES
VOLUMETRIC BAND TO CONTROL HUMIDITY
AND AIR PERMEABILITY.
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MEDICOTT FABRIC AND PADDING
Cotton and cotton blend fibres purified at origin without chemical
treatments. They are resistant to stains and mildew, therefore are
antibacterial. Since the natural habitat of the dust mite is an
environment where bacteria proliferate, this fabric prevents dust
mites from spreading.

PRODUCT CODE 1/P: 61661
PRODUCT CODE 2/P: 61667
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